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Abstract-Although Spline finite strip method for the analysis of plate bending based on a mixed variational formulation principle, using a variety B-Spline series as interpolation function was widely used in researches, the explicit form of the Augmented Matrix nowhere given. This leads to some difficulties concerning the verification and understanding the published results. The main objective of this paper is to introduce this matrix in abbreviated size through a detailed review of the mixed formulation for different spline finite strip models. The derived matrix will be helpful subject of research future work as it is examined by the time, reveals a very good accordance results compared with the analytical and published solutions of different plate bending problems as the reader can verified.
Index Terms-B-Spline Interpolation, Finite Strip Method, Mixed Formulation, Plate Bending.

I. INTRODUCTION
Although the Conventional Finite Element Method (CFEM) may be considered as the major one for solving various engineering problems up to date, a more general and flexible formulation (Mixed Formulation) using variational principles that can be regarded as an extension of the principle of stationarity of total potential also takes significant place in modern field of engineering analysis. This principle uses the primary variables (displacements) as well as secondary variables (stresses) in the conventional formulation as dependent variables and thus its objective is the determination of secondary variables with the same order of accuracy directly rather than from post computations [1] - [4] . For a particular class of problems, the Finite Strip Method in its Conventional form (CFSM) which is using trigonometric functions, came as an alternative approach to reduce a computing complexity [5] , due to the continuity requirements on the utilized algebraic interpolation functions. This later method loses its versatility of various non-simple boundary conditions due to the nature of trigonometric interpolation function. The development of Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) based on stiffness formulation becomes a powerful approach because of the nice properties of B-Splines as it's examined in many studies such as "Calculating with B-splines" in1972 [6] , "Using of B-splines for computer-aided design" [7] and the important paper [8] presented by James M. McKee in 1977, on the use of linear combination of basic functions of typical B-splines as approximating function. This later development paved the way to mixed formulation can be extended and applicable to the Finite Strip Method [9] . Although this Mixed Formulation is a matter of many researches for Finite Element Method (FEM) for plate and shell analysis [10] - [13] as well as Finite Strip Method (FSM) for plate bending problems [14] [15], but the explicit forms of the Augmented Matrix, were not given for some reasons such as in [3] [4] . This paper describes the construction of this augmented matrix and presents its explicit form through systematic way in order to overcome the size difficulty for spline finite strip plate bending. This work will contribute in comparing and verifying many of results so obtained in many published researches as well as its helpful to wide strip of novice and advanced researchers in this field.
We should emphasis that, in absence of such explicit matrices for all, the correctness and fineness of the published results so obtained remains in doubtful due to many interpretations, the major one is the expressions of elements of the self-constructed augmented matrix, which is parallel to the typographical mistakes in some of available matrix formulations such as in [16] (Table 3 .9 page 46), it is also interesting to note the fact that published errors can propagate, since this last misprint error, also appears in Szilard's 2004 publication on the theory and analysis of plates [17] by Eq.(10.8.13) page 603. This stiffness formulation was reviewed and the stiffness matrix recalculated in our previous work [18] in correct form. Hence we can indicate the reason for this detailed paper.
II. MIXED VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
The Mixed Formulation for isotropic thin plate bending strip based on Kirchhoff plate theory can be introduced according to modified Hellinger-Reissner functional for homogenous boundary conditions which can be written as: 
III. MIXED FORMULATION OF PLATE BENDING SPLINE FINITE STRIP
As a spline became a mathematical tool after the seminal work of Schoenberg [19] , [20] . A variety of studies and applications of spline functions has been developed in sequel such as [8] using a linear combination of B3-spline functions as interpolating and approximating some function which in turn will converges to the original one as the number of knots increases if the knot points (nodal values) are substituted for the coefficients of that combination (i.e. B3-pline series).
In 1982 Y.K. Cheung, Fan and Wu [21] , introduced the use of the B3-spline series as interpolant instead of trigonometric series in the longitudinal direction of the strip to overcome the drawbacks arising in the conventional finite strip method which provide the well known today as the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM).
Utilizing the product of the combination of an appropriate equally spaced B-Spline series in the longitudinal direction and suitable polynomial in the transverse direction as interpolation functions for field variables { , , , }, which can be written as: 
A. Plate Discretization and B-Spline Series
In the finite strip method, it is well known that the plate of dimensions A, B having thickness t is divided into a number of longitudinal strips NOS. These strips may have two nodal lines ND = 2 per strip, called Low Order strip LO2 as shown in figure (1), or three nodal lines per strip ND = 3 termed as HO3, with a total number of nodal lines TND in the problem equals NOS+1 and 2*NOS+1 respectively, where each nodal line along y-axis (i.e. longitudinal direction) is divided into a number of intervals r by equally spaced (r+1)-knots, connecting these facing knots on strip nodal lines provides transverse sections, and the strip become a composition of r -equally spaced intervals referred to as Elementals. The interpolant B-Spline series thus formed by associating each knot on the nodal line with local B-Spline, furthermore since the common used B-splines has four internal segments (or parts), then it is clear that the interpolated function in any elemental in this sub division except the first and last one, is related to the four local Bsplines which are centered at the two knots at the ends of that elemental and the two knots next to those ends respectively. Therefore, two additional knots are needed to finalize the interpolation in the first and last elemental and hence the number of knots becomes NKL = r +3 per each nodal line which provides a total number of knots in the problem TNK = TND*NKL and thus the total number of degrees of freedom in the problem TNQ = TNK*NDF.
Following the customary numbering system in the concerned literatures that is ℒ = -1, 0, 1, …, r, r +1. Consequently, the spline series interpolant takes the form:
as shown in figure (2). 
B. LO2 -Mixed Spline Strip Model
Utilizing an appropriate B-Spline series in the longitudinal direction while the polynomial of first degree in the transverse direction for the field variables {m x , m y , m xy , w}, is sufficient to formulate a low order (LO2) plate bending strip as shown in figure (3). As an example, the field variable along nodal line i (i.e. in y -direction only), is approximated by spline series which should satisfy boundary conditions a priori
while in transverse direction (at any transverse section ℒ in x-direction only, i.e. at specified y ), the field variable m x is approximated by linear polynomial :
, substitution of these coefficients in the linear polynomial reveals that, the field variable in both arguments (x, y) is:
are local B-splines to interpolate the field variable mx. and [δ ] = [ −1 0 1 ⋯ +1 ] are nodal parameters vector of the field variable mx. Therefore:
or in more compact notation:
where:
, and:
Consequently: and in general
where for any nodal line i or j in the problem:
, are nodal parameters vector of the field variable p [ ] = [ 1 2 ] are the shape functions along any section ℒ which are the same for all sections.
Substitution of these approximation functions into sub matrices of augmented matrix [K s ] and performing the necessary multiplications and integrations yields the final explicit form of [K s ], for example: ] }
The elements of these matrices are given explicitly in the 
The elements in the above sub-matrix and its similarities is the integration of the coupled terms of the local splines of the spline series interpolant which can be evaluated by means of summation of integrations for their number of concerned internal components ( & ) say z, in all elementals in the strip, for example the first integration is:
If all field variables interpolated with the same spline series in whole problem as in the case of combined spline series which we will demonstrate later as future work, which greatly simplifies the required calculations, then in general the required integrals as they appears in [K11] to [K44] becomes: , will denoted as:
where the explicit values of these integrations and expressions can be tabulated if a suitable spline series are decided. Following up the same procedure with the other element matrices (i.e. [K 11 ] to [K 44 ]), yields the Strip augmented matrix [K s ] of size equal to (ND * NKL * NDF) × (ND * NKL * NDF), for example and for sake of space, the element matrix [K 11 ] for strip consisting of 5 elementals (i.e. = 5), can be represented graphically, where ND = 2, NKL = + 3 = 8 , NDF = 1 ( ) and then ND * NKL * NDF = 16, as: In order to simplify the derivation of the explicit strip augmented matrix [K s ], one elemental per strip will be considered here, so the required spline series will consist of four local splines only, which provides what we will call it as Elemental Augmented Matrix [k e ], also which can be observed from the foregoing graphical representation by dark colors .Thus the strip augmented matrix [K s ] can be built by successively summing of its elementals through summing of elementals augmented matrices, this process provides a very well systematic and easy way to obtain the required integrations of coupled terms of splines, due to the internal structure of local splines. I11  I12  I13  I14  I11  I12  I13  I14   2  I21  I22  I23  I24  I21  I22  I23  I24   3  I31  I32  I33  I34  I31  I32  I33  I34   4  I41  I42  I43  I44  I41  I42  I43  I44   1  I11  I12  I13  I14  I11  I12  I13  I14   2  I21  I22  I23  I24  I21  I22  I23  I24   3  I31  I32  I33  I34  I31  I32  I33  I34   4  I41  I42  I43  I44  I41  I42  I43  I44 where the multiplier coefficients were indicated by the following color indices:
≡ a11 ≡ a12 ≡ a21 ≡ a22
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The main feature of each one of all these Sectional matrices is to have the same coefficients which produced by (2) , and distributed according to their indices within each sectional matrix inside the rectangles drawn with heavy colored lines as it was shown above, those are: Each of these colored rectangles with its contents will termed as Basic-Matrix [K b ] 4×4 , thus the sectional augmented matrix can be built-up from this Basic-Matrix as it`s observed from the last graphical representation.
Furthermore the order of different types of coupled integrations {I?}i,k are of the same order as the order of the sectional matrix itself, e.g. :
.
. 0
for [ ], and so on.
Therefore, the Elemental matrix in terms of Sectional matrix can be showed graphically as: Corresponding to the nodal parameters vector of the two facing knots on nodal lines i & j according to local numbering system:
[ α mx i α my i α mxy i w . i α mx j α my j α mxy j w . j ] T and then the Elemental Augmented Matrix for LO2 strips, of size equal to ((ND = 2) * (NKL = 4) * (NDF = 4)) × ((ND = 2) * (NKL = 4) * (NDF = 4)) = 32 × 32, having the following arrangement: 
C. HO3 -Mixed Spline Strip Model
The foregoing procedure can be extended in the same manner to high order strip model as shown in Fig. 4 . which requires the polynomial of second degree in the transverse direction for each of the field variables, then the field variable mx is represented as follows: where all notations are the same as before for any nodal line i, j or k in the problem. In addition to that, the coefficients (or elements) of the matrices in (2), for example will take the following form: The elements of these matrices for this model are given explicitly in the Table II As a sample, the shape of Overall Augmented matrix [K G ] which obtained from our implementation of this procedure is:
where the implementation of these two models utilizing an appropriate spline interpolation function for solving different plate bending problems reveals accurate results when compared with available analytical solutions in [22] .
D. Elemental Augmented Matrix Builder Code
This Elemental Augmented Matrix can be easily formed through implementation of earlier discussed procedure in the following simple visual Basic coding : 
IV. CONCLUSION
The introduced step by step derivation of explicit augmented spline finite strip matrix using mixed formulation for plate bending, which in turn leads to a relatively small space and size of such an explicit terms of the matrix when utilized in either hand or computer programming calculations even in high order finite strips.
Applying of such augmented matrix in solving plate problems reveals very good results when compared with any available data in literature using either analytical or numerical solutions of plate bending problems in available literature and future studies this augmented matrix will provide an easy and direct means and a land mark reference in verifying many obtained results in the past and future research development in the area of solving plate problems. 
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